


[NATO, Leadership] Norway’s Stoltenberg appointed as new NATO chief – Associated Press.

[Turkey, Internet Censorship, Internal Politics] Turkey Blocks Users from Accessing Tor Website to Prevent Censorship Circumvention – Softpedia.

[South Korea, North Korea, Borders] South Korean island evacuated after exchange of fire with North Korea – Associated Press.


[Ukraine, NATO, Military Exercises] Ukraine agrees to host NATO war games – Agence France-Presse. (Russia briefly warned Ukraine against further NATO integration, Reuters reported.)

[U.S., China, Philippines, Disputed Territories] US accuses China of provoking Philippines – Agence France-Presse. (Reporters were onboard a Philippine vessel during the most recent confrontation and took several photos, BBC News reported.)
Ukraine accuses ex-president over sniper deaths – Reuters.

Lufthansa to cancel 3,800 flights over pilots’ strike – BBC News.

Lithuania bans Russian TV station over ‘lies’ – Reuters.

U.S. confirms warrantless searches of Americans – Associated Press.

Italy police arrest 24 for plotting violent Veneto secession – Reuters.

MiniDuke Malware Used in Targeted Attacks Against Ukraine – Softpedia.

Hackers Breach Chinese Embassy in Moscow, Reveal How Russia Spied on Ukraine – Softpedia.

Japan may only be able to restart one-third of its nuclear reactors – Reuters.

Lithuania says rising number of Russian jets flying too close for comfort – Reuters.

Uganda Lake Albert boat disaster ‘killed 251 refugees’ – BBC News.


Sedki Sobhi sworn in as Egypt’s new military chief – BBC News.

Fiji sets 17 September general election date – BBC News.

Classified X-37B space plane breaks space longevity record – IDG News Service.

Chinese CERT accuses US of carrying out 3.6 million cyber attacks on its systems – V3.co.uk.

UN: Over one million displaced by South Sudan conflict – BBC News.

CIA misled on interrogation program, Senate report says – Washington Post.
One-Ship Ukraine Navy Defies Russia to the End – Wall Street Journal.


Kenyan commuters hit by bus chaos over speed monitors – BBC News.


Nigeria ‘attempted jailbreak’ leaves more than 20 dead – BBC News.

Ukrainian-owned Chocolate Factory In Russia Raided By Masked Men And Shut Down – Reuters.

Japan Loosens Restrictions on Arms Exports As China Looks On – The Diplomat, The Editor blog.

Chile aftershock forces second coastal evacuation in two days – Bloomberg News.

Billionaire Ukrainian industrialist indicted in Chicago on bribery charges – Chicago Tribune.

Russia’s Glonass GPS system suffers major disruption – IDG News Service.


Almost 2 tons of cocaine seized off Puerto Rico coast – Reuters.

Jonathan Pollard, spy for Israel, could go free in emerging Mideast peace deal – CNN.

Turkey PM Erdogan claims election victory – BBC News.

Corruption Still Plagues Ukraine as West Pumps in Aid – Time.


[U.SMC, Romania] *U.S. sending 175 Marines to Romania as part of Africa crisis team* – Reuters.


[Indonesia, Internal Politics] *Suharto family tests Indonesia political comeback on strongman’s legacy* – Reuters.